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ABSTRACT
MELISSA J. GROWT: The Historical Evolution of the International Internship
Program at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
The primary purpose of the study was to chronicle the historical development of
the International Internship Program at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse.
Presented are the attempts to obtain financial support, the steps taken to begin the
program, and the progress made by the program. Also discussed are the
procedures involved in administering an international internship program and
some of the issues involved in operating such a program.

A secondary purpose of the study was to compare UW-La Crosse's program to other
colleges and universities which offer international internships. A number of
well-known universities do offer international internships, although there is little
information in the literature about them. These institutions were surveyed in
order to examine their programs and to obtain information with which to compare
UW-La Crosse's program.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The goal of many students when they enroll at a university is to receive the
training/instruction necessary to secure fulfilling employment upon the completion
of their degree. With respect to this, one of the main functions of the career
services office is to prepare and assist students in their job search.
To effectively carry out its main function, the career services office must be
aware of changes in employment trends and adapt to reflect these changes. In
their continuing desire to serve the students, Career Services at the University of
Wisconsin of La Crosse has had a history of adapting when necessary (Hauser,
1986). This ability to change continues to be important as it becomes increasingly
apparent that "the competitive job hunter in most career fields will soon have to
have an international component to his or her background to remain a top
candidate" (Wood, 1992, p. 83). The UW-La Crosse Career Services Office has
responded to this trend with the development of the International Internship
Program.
Purpose of the Study
The primary purpose of this study is to detail chronologically the historical
development of the International Internship Program as it exists in the Career
Services Office at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. This will include the
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impetus of the program; the procedures involved in initiating the program,
including obtaining support from administrators and acquiring the necessary
funding; the goals and objectives of the program; and the evolvement of the
program to date.
A secondary purpose is to compare the UW-La Crosse program to other
colleges and universities which are believed to offer international internships.
Need for the Study
In order to compete in today's job market, it is increasingly important for

graduates to be internationally aware. As Rector states:
The growing economic interdependence of countries, coupled with the
coming of age of the information society which will be international in both
scope and content, means that the time is already passing when Americans
will grow up, work, and live their lives in almost total ignorance of and
isolation from the rest of the world. Professionals who can combine a
specialist knowledge of their field with that of a particular culture or
country are in increasing demand, both in the U.S. and abroad (1985, p.
372).
An international internship is one way to achieve this necessary experience.

Students with international experience may already have an advantage over
corporate executives who will be forced to go back to school to learn more about the
foreign competition with which they are dealing (Kiernan, 1989). International

-.

experience and interest alone, however, may not be enough. Positions are not
always plentiful and often an internship will be the necessary "port of entry"
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(Buckner, 1991). P. R. Paulsell also states that "personnel directors will be seeking
management level employees with a deeper understanding of foreign cultures"
gained through ''both a business foreign language course and an overseas
internship experience" (1983, pp. 278-79). Paulsell goes on to say that "the
development of an internship program giving students the opportunity to work for
foreign firms overseas should be an integral part of any program training students
in business and foreign languages" (1983, p. 279).
The impact of globalization was also addressed by the U.S. Government
when President Bush signed into law The National Security Education Act of 1991
on January 15, 1992. The bill "increased the amount of federal funding for foreign
studies and was expected to give more rniddle- and low-income students and
minorities more opportunities to study abroad" ("International education bill
becomes law", 1992). The author of the bill, Senator David Boren, stated that "our
entire nation suffers as a result of our ignorance of international languages and
cultures, and it is my hope that this legislation will provide part of the means to
create the international outlook we must have if we are to keep tis [sic] country at
peace and prosperous" ("International education bill becomes law". 1992).
Participation in the International Internship Program at UW-La Crosse
appears to support the need for international knowledge and experience in
obtaining employment. According to Lokken, "between 30 and 50 percent of the
students at UW-L[a Crosse] who participate in international internship positions
are offered permanent placement with that company. About 90 percent of
international interns find jobs either in the U.S. or abroad" (Shinker, 1991).
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It is for these very reasons that the higher education system of the United

States cannot neglect to prepare its students to deal with and work with the entire
world. As Kerr states, "higher education, among other important purposes, helps

to prepare individuals and the nation for the future, and the future now holds
more global and fewer strictly national dimensions" (1980, p. xxviii).
Offering international internship experiences at colleges and universities is
one very important step in helping to address the need for global understanding.
The University of Wisconsin-La Crosse is among a select few colleges or
universities which are currently offering international internship programs. This
seems to indicate that models for beginning a program are limited. It is hoped
that presenting the evolvement of one successful program will provide the
necessary framework from which institutions may begin a similar program.
Institutions need to be cognizant of what is involved in starting a program,
including the significant time and commitment that is essential to creating a
program, along with the various issues involved in running such a program.
Implications
The University of Wisconsin-La Crosse International Internship Program is
the only centralized program in the state of Wisconsin offered to all majors. It is
also unusual for a school of its size (about 8,000 students) to have developed a
program in the midwest (J. M. Lokken, personal communication, March 31, 1993).
According to Lokken, "most foreign corporations and organizations have
international internship programs, but most have dealt only with universities from
the eastern United States" (Quarberg, 1990, p. 5). Institutions believed to have
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international internship programs include Georgetown University, Johns Hopkins
University, The American University, University of Southern California, Columbia
University, Tufts University, Brandeis University, Florida State University, George
Washington University, University of Washington, and Yale University (J. M.
Lokken, personal communication, March 6, 1992). UW-La Crosse's program finds
itself to be among prestigious, ivy-league universities and colleges.
Definition of Terms
International Internship - a volunteer or paid work experience for
undergraduate and graduate students in a foreign country or in the international
division of an organization in the United States (Lokken & Korschgen, 1989, p. 3).
"The internship offers a practical learning experience in a governmental,
professional or field setting, usually under the guidance of persons involved in the
particular field" (Students Abroad: A Guide for Selecting a Foreign Education,
1979, p. 6).
Title VIII Grant - monies made available through the Title VIII program
through the Department of Education, United States Government, to support
co-operative education programs.

Decision Item Narrative (DIN) - a request from the University of Wisconsin
System to the state legislature for base budget allocation to support new program
initiatives (A. J. Korschgen, personal communication, September 24, 1992).

CHAPI'ER II
METHOD
Determining the historical development of the International Internship
Program involved the use of primary sources. The procedures necessary to begin
such a program and the goals and objectives to be accomplished during the first
year were well documented. Along with being well documented, most of the
information was also centrally located in the Career Services Office either with the
International Internship Coordinator (Jay Lokken) or with the Director of Career
Services (Ann Korschgen), greatly facilitating the search for information. The
information provided by Korschgen was primarily used to determine the impetus
for the start of the program, as well as the steps taken to begin the program. The
information shared by Lokken was used to indicate what has occurred within the
program since its outset.
Primary sources included the records and reports compiled by both
Korschgen and Lokken since the beginnings of the program. Also included as
primary sources are the personal communications with both Korschgen and
Lokken. An advantage of studying a program with a short history was found in
that time has not yet had the opportunity to significantly erode memories.
Secondary sources include magazine articles, newspaper articles, books and
other information deemed relevant by the researcher.
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Data Collection
In detennining the existence of other international internship programs,
several national organizations were contacted with the hope that a directory
existed that would indicate the nation-wide existence of international internship
programs. The organizations contacted were the Cooperative Education
Association, Inc., National Association of Foreign Student Advisors (NAFSA):
Association for International Educators, and the College Placement Council;
however, none of the organizations were able to provide any infonnation relevant
to this study.
Contact was then made with colleges and universities believed to offer
international internships based on their membership in APSIA (Association of
Professional Schools of International Affairs). A cover letter and survey were sent
to the appropriate administrators at the colleges and universities. (See Appendix
A).

CHAPI'ER III
DISCUSSION
The University
"American colleges and universities are faced with the question of how they
should change to make learning relevant to the rapid internationalization of
society and culture that has occurred in the last forty years" (Kauffmann, Martin,
Weaver & Weaver, 1992, p. 148). The University of Wisconsin-La Crosse has

begun to develop an infrastructure in which internationalization can be fostered.
The creation of the international internship program is one important
initiative in the process of internationalization and is supported by a university
that has been "rapidly gaining a national reputation in its development of an
international emphasis in its programs" (Korschgen, 1988, p. 13). As Korschgen
states:
From 1974 to 1984 the university had a 117 percent increase in the total
foreign language credit hours. This growth, along with mllior grants
awarded to international studies, a Fulbright scholar-in-residence, and the
use of live television to teach foreign languages, demonstrate the
campus-wide commitment to international awareness. La Crosse also
teaches business foreign language courses in Spanish, French, and German
(1988, p. 13).
It is also "a long-term goal of the foreign language department that by the year
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2000 all students at UW-Ua Crosse] will have to fulfill a foreign language
requirement to graduate" (Shinker, 1991). In addition, the College of Business
Administration is planning to begin offering an International Business major
which, among other things, would require the students to complete an
international internship (J. M. Lokken, personal communication, November 23,
1993).
Initiators of the International Internship Program
In a study conducted by Goodwin and Nacht (1991), it was discovered "in

several places that students seemed to be the instigating force in developing a high
level of campus international awareness, moving in fact well ahead of the faculty
and administration...Much [of the student interest] originates from a strong sense
that sophisticated knowledge of world affairs will be necessary for a good job in the
21st century, if not before" (p. 62).
Similarly, the initial idea for starting an international internship program
resulted from the interest expressed by many students who, beginning in 1984,
came to the Career Services Office, looking for such an experience (A. J.
Korschgen, personal communication, April 13, 1992). Initially, "efforts [were]
intermittent at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse to establish an international
work experience program due to lack of stsff and time" (Korschgen, 1988, p. 14).
Six students did complete work abroad experiences through the Career Services
Office in cooperation with the Foreign Language Department. However, "due to
lack of stsff and resources, [Career Services] did not [keep] up with current student
demand for international experiences nor [did they attempt] to educate students
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regarding the potential employment opportunities that would await them from
such experiences in the global economy" (Korschgen, 1988, p. 14).
Some preliminary investigation into the need for international experiences
was done by Ma Feng-qin, an international student at UW-La Crosse from China
(A. J. Korschgen, personal communication, April 13, 1992). Ma Feng-qin (1986)
reported that international trade was "one of the hottest issues on the national
agenda" (p. 1). A growing international emphasis caused Feng-qin to conclude that
"the expanding international side of business offers new graduates who are
hunting for their first jobs a world of caree(r] opportunities" (1986, p. 2). It was
hoped that an international internship program might be used "to gain access to
this pool of talent as international trade (becomes] more expansive" (Feng-qin,
1986, p. 2).
A study by Guyton, Johnson & Kendhammer (1988) estimated the level of
student interest at UW-La Crosse in an "international experience." They found
that "roughly half of those surveyed showed some interest in an international
program, the majority interested in working internationally" (p. 4). The
researchers then concluded that "an international program should be offered here
at UW-L(a Crosse], as a significant amount of interest has been indicated in this
project" (1988, p. 4).
Preliminarv Program & Funding (1985-1988)
After determining a need for such a program, Career Services attempted to
initiate a preliminary international internship effort (Feng-qin, 1985). "The
program was intended to gain more information generally on international
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business which will serve as a fundation [sic] and source [of] infonnation for [the]
Career Center, thus [it] can provide students with a basic knowledge for
understanding [the] current career trends, educational requirements and necessary
qualifications in [the] international business area from which students can prepare
themselves accordingly during the school years" (Feng-qin, 1986, p. 2).
Preliminary steps were taken to investigate the possibilities of an
international internship program which involved: (l)receiving infonnation from the
U.S. Department of Commerce's District Offices and contacting Ms. Helene Aarons,
Co-Op Coordinator of the International Trade Administration in Washington D.C.
to set up the first internship for the Summer-Fall of 1986; (2)notifying the Dean of
the College of Business Administration and the Chair of the Department of Foreign
Language of the new initiative on November 15, 1985; (3)sending letters to the
U.S. Department of Commerce's Export Development Offices (EDO's) to investigate
more international internship possibilities (Feng-qin, 1985).
In an effort to receive support to develop a program, the Director of Career
Services, Ann Korschgen, wrote a Decision Item Narrative (DIN) in conjunction
with the International Education Department through the University of Wisconsin
System. The UW System did not consider this to be a high enough priority and it
was not submitted for legislative consideration (A J. Korschgen, personal
communication, September 24, 1992).
Support was then sought and obtained through a federal Title VIII Grant
(A

J. Korschgen, personal communication, April 13, 1992). Letters of support for

the idea of an international internship program, to be included in the grant
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proposal, were obtained from Chancellor Noel Richards, the Interim Dean of the
College of Business Administration, Ronald Bottin, and from the Assistant Vice
Chancellor, Division of Academic Development, Thomas L. Hood. Dr. Hood
commented that "the opportunity of providing students from rural western
Wisconsin with international internship experiences will add measurably to their
perspective of global issues" (Hood, 1987).
Funding in the amount $60,000 was received from the Title VIII grant for
the period of September 1988 until August 1989 (A. J. Korschgen, personal
communication, June 29, 1993). The International Internship Program was one of
three components covered under the grant. The grant was to be used to "(l)expand
the cooperative education and internship program and to increase student
participation; (2)to develop an international cooperative education and internship
program; (3)to develop cooperative education and internship opportunities for
special needs students and for minorities" (Korschgen, 1989, Title VIII Grant
Proposal, p. 3).
More specifically, Korschgen (1988), stated that:
The purpose of the international component of the grant (Title VIII) is to
enable UW-La Crosse students to work in business and industrial settings
in foreign countries or to work in the international divisions of
organizations in the United States. Prior to their internship experience,
they are to receive extensive academic and career advising as well as
training in the culture and customs of the country to ensure their readiness
for the work experience (Cooperative Education Grant - Title VIII, p. 1).
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Creation of Program (1988-1989)
After having obtained the necessary funds, it was then possible to hire a
coordinator. Some of the qualifications looked at when selecting a candidate were
"an understanding of foreign business, previous work experience abroad, and
related academic work" (Korschgen, 1989, Proposal for Continuation, p. 1). It was
determined by a search and screen committee that Lokken had these desirable
characteristics and was selected from among 43 other candidates (Korschgen, 1989,
Proposal for Continuation). Lokken's qualifications included a master's and
bachelor's degree in international affairs from The American University; an
internship with the German Parliament in Germany; study at the Friedrich
Wilhelm University in Bonn, West Germany; and service as an academic advisor at
The American University.
Therefore, on November 28, 1988, Jay Lokken was hired as the
International Internship Coordinator and the program officially began. As
indicated in the position description, his responsibilities were to "identify and
develop international cooperative education and internship sites, prepare students
for international work experiences, develop literature for both employers and
students on the international cooperative education and internship program, and
maintain a database on employers".
Goals were also established to be carried out over the next five years. The
first year goals were to: "develop relations with ten international employers [and]
develop and implement career advising program for students regarding
international cooperative education experiences" (Korschgen, 1988, Cooperative
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Education Grant - Title VIII, p. 2). The second year goals involved expanding
employer contacts by 15 [to 25], placing two students in international internship
sites, "refine and improve procedures for processing international internship
experiences (Le.) examine and improve paperwork procedures [and] develop
promotional literature for employers on program" (Korschgen, 1988, Cooperative
Education Grant - Title VIII, p. 2). The third year would involve contacting 20
additional employers, placing five students abroad, and developing promotional
material for students. The fourth year continued to build on the three previous
years by increasing employer contacts by 25, placing seven students, and improve
advising procedures. The fifth year hoped to see 30 additional employers contacted
and have ten students in international internships (Korschgen, 1988, Cooperative
Education Grant-Title VIII).
In the first year, the International Internship Program "not only developed
and implemented a career advising program for students, [it] also placed eight
students abroad, even though that was a fourth year goal" (Korschgen, 1989, Title
VIII Grant Proposal, p. 3). Other gains involved the contacting of 88 employers in
March, 80 in April, 41 in May, and 47 in June (Lokken, 1989). Overall,632
international employers were contacted (Korschgen, 1989, Proposal for
Continuation).
Overall, Jay Lokken "had appointments with 435 students and alumni,
made presentations to 33 classes, four community groups, four high schools, and
offered four workshops for students considering international cooperative education
experiences. He also spoke at the International Cooperative Education Conference
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in Hamilton, Canada. [Lokken] attended the World Trade Fair in Frankfurt, West
Germany and...received a letter from the Governor of Wisconsin applauding the
work he is doing (Korscgen, 1989. Title VIII Grant Proposal, p. 3).
More specifically. Lokken began implementing his "program development
plan" in January, 1989. The plan "is a combination of goals...organizing workshops
called 'HOW TO OBTAIN AN INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIP·...the development
of a brochure for students and employees that explains the International
Internships and Cooperative Education program here at UW-L" (Lokken, January
1989. p.1). At this point, Lokken felt that "the program is going far better than
could even have been imagined. The support of faculty and staff, as well as the
university administration has been nothing short of outstanding" (Lokken, January
1989, p. 2).
March and April, 1989 involved Lokken meeting with 90 students.
preparing four students for internships. and contacting 168 employers. Lokken
was also involved in developing new internship sites. Specifically he met with Dr.
Tayo Fashoyin, "a leading authority on African labor relations who expressed an
interested [sic] in finding internships for UW-L students in Africa" (Lokken. March
and April 1989, p. 2). Lokken also met with Dr. Peter Stead from the University of
Wales, Great Britain who expressed a desire to establish an international exchange
with UW-La Crosse (Lokken, March and April 1989).
In addition to meeting with 45 students, Lokken had five students abroad.
participating in internships in the months of May and June, 1989. Before
beginning their internship experiences, these students were required to participate
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in a workshop "on working and living abroad. The students...talked about what
type of experience they hoped to have and also about their fears of working and
living outside the United States. [Lokken] also had them participate in a number
of intercultural exercises and gave them time to share their own cross-cultural
experiences" (Lokken, May and June 1989, p. 1).
In May, Lokken also attended the Wisconsin World Trade Fair in

Milwaukee and the Wisconsin Cooperative Education Internship Association's
annual conference in June. In addition he contacted 89 prospective employers and
received correspondence from the University of Mexico City and Gillette de Mexico
expressing interest in an intern from UW-La Crosse (Lokken, May and June 1989).
Continuation of the Program (1989-1990)
Upon the completion of the first year, the Title VIII Grant was not refunded
despite the strong progress made by the program. The overall objectives of the
international component of the grant were questioned by many of the field readers.
One reader indicated that it was "doubtful that they will have a sufficient number
of international positions or interested students to make this a significant effort"
(U.S. Department of Education, Reader 69, p. 3). It was unfortunate, however,
that the style used in writing the proposal seemed to be examined more closely
than the merits of the overall program. Examples include: "this proposal suffered
from a lack of development and specification in the narrative" (U.S. Department of
Education, Reader 68, p. 1)..."the applicant did not take full advantage of space
provided" (U.S. Department of Education, Reader 69, p. 1).
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Despite their critical comments, all of the readers recommended that the
program receive further funding. However, other grant proposals also being
evaluated were awarded more points and therefore received funding, while UW-La
Crosse did not (A. J. Korschgen, personal communication, June 29, 1993).
Another possible explanation for the denial of funding was the low minority
enrollment at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse; only schools with a minority
enrollment of 15% would be considered for further funding (J. M. Lokken, personal
communication, March 19, 1992); UW-La Crosse currently only has a minority
enrollment of approximately 6%.
After the loss of grant funding, the next step was to try and maintain the
position of the coordinator ofthe International Internship Program. Much was
done on the part of Ann Korschgen to come up with the needed resources. In July,
1989, a request to the university for additional funding to continue the position
was determined to be a low priority in relation to the other needs of the university
(Hood, 1989).
Without continued funding, Lokken's position would be eliminated. The
next attempt made (also in July of 1989) was to request that support be received
from "salary savings gained from faculty on unpaid leave as suggested by Dean
Bottin (College of Business Administration)....The Career Services budget would be
used to support non-salary expenses necessary to continue the program"
(Korschgen. 1989, Proposal for Continuation).
A request to Representative Steve Gunderson for an extension of the grant,
until further funding could be obtained, was made (Korschgen, 1989). The
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extension could not be granted, however, due to an extension deadline of July,
1989; the request was made in August, 1989 (A. J. Korschgen, personal
communication, September 24, 1992).
Career Services was given more time to find the necessary funding when
half of the coordinator's salary was contributed by the College of Business
Administration during the 1989-90 school year (A. J. Korschgen, personal
communication, April 13, 1993). The remaining half of Lokken's salary was paid
by the Career Services Office through savings from a staff member on maternity
leave (A. J. Korschgen, personal communication, April 30, 1993).
In exchange for the College of Business Administration's contribution,
Lokken had to teach a class for the College of Business Administration during the
Spring of 1990 semester (A. J. Korschgen, personal communication, April 13, 1992).
Lokken taught "Fundamentals of International Business" for one semester and
coordinated a trip for four students to attend an international business conference
(FAST TRACK) in Stevens Point, Wisconsin (J. M. Lokken, personal
communication, November 3, 1992). Lokken also researched international
companies located in Wisconsin for the use of the College of Business
Administration (J. M. Lokken, personal communication, November 23, 1993).
Lokken feels that the International Internship Program may not have
survived without the assistance and long-range thinking of the College of Business
Administration (J. M. Lokken, personal communication, November 3, 1992).
Lokken also feels that an important key to saving the program was Korschgen's
ability to get faculty to support the program. Lokken's committee work along with
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the work he did with departments, such as speaking to classes, helped to get the
faculty involved with the program (J. M. Lokken, personal communication, June
16, 1993). A strong relationship with the College of Business Administration is
critical to the success of an international internship program because of their
strong influence on campus, both administratively and financially. Also helpful
has been the business faculty's assistance in developing potential internship sites
through their connections (J. M. Lokken, personal communication, November 23,
1993).
Funding problems were only temporarily solved with this plan, however.
After the year of support, the College of Business Administration was no longer
able to contribute financially. Korschgen then went to Dr. Tom Hood (Associate
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs) and Dr. Reid Horle (Dean of Student Life) to
request assistance from the Student Affairs Division. Again, it was determined
that the program did not have funding priority. Korschgen then contacted the
Associate Chancellor, David Witmer, who was chief budget officer for UW-La
Crosse, to determine if anything could be done to save the position of the
Coordinator and the program. Witmer was able to identify the necessary funding
and the program was saved (A. J. Korschgen, personal communication, April 30,
1993).
Despite the funding difficulties during this time, the program continued to
develop. During the 1989-90 school year (summer, fall, spring), 13 students
participated in an international internship (Career Services Cooperative Education
& Internship Program Semester Report, 1989-1993).
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The Program 1990-1993
Involvement in the International Internship Program remained strong.
During the 1990-91 school year, 16 students participated; 1991-92 school year, 29
students participated; and during the 1992-93 school year 32 students completed
an international internship (Career Services Cooperative Education & Internship
Program Semester Report, 1989-1993).
Lokken now has a 100% appointment in the Career Services Office and he
has received an academic staff, probationary contract, leading to an indefinite
appointment (A. J. Korschgen, personal communication, April 30, 1993). His new
contract involves additional responsibilities which include, in addition to
International Internships, the career development needs of Political SciencelPublic
Administration students and minority students (which include gayllesbian
students, disabled students, international students, and racial and ethnic
minorities). These additional duties have caused an increase in his volume of
appointments; Lokken now has the second highest number of appointments in the
Career Services Office (J. M. Lokken, personal communication, June 16, 1993).
While his additional responsibilities have taken time away from
international internships, Lokken feels that his duties are a benefit to the position.
For smaller schools who cannot afford full-time coordinators, adding multicultural
responsibilities compliments the multicultural understanding necessary to deal
with international issues. However, multicultural issues often involve emotional
and sensitive topics which may cause additional stress (J. M. Lokken, personal
communication, June 16, 1993).
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The International Internship Program is growing very quickly; it is now the
biggest in the state of Wisconsin (J. M. Lokken, personal communication,
November 3, 1992). Students can choose among internships anywhere in the world
(J. M. Lokken, personal communication, December 9, 1993). Students from all

majors and from all backgrounds are encouraged to participate in the program (J.
Lokken & A. Korschgen, 1989).
There has also been a growing cooperation with UW-La Crosse's Office of
International Education (OlE) in developing new international internships. It is
now possible for students who wish to study abroad to also complete an
international internship. There has already been such a program developed in
conjunction with OlE's study abroad program in Scotland. A similar such program
is hoped to be begun soon in Caen, France, another study abroad site. It is
Lokken's hope that he will be able to implement a new program in conjunction
with the Office of International Education every year (J. M. Lokken, personal
communication, November 3, 1992).
The rapid growth of the program has developed the need for the program to
become more focused. In order to control the growth, Lokken hopes to begin using
"centers" for internship sites. These "centers" will involve concentrating
internships in specific cities. The cities will include the above mentioned study
abroad sites along with sites in Puebla, Mexico and London, England (J. M.
Lokken, personal communication, March 31, 1993).
Also included will be cities that are involved in sister city programs with La
Crosse. Many of these sister city programs are a result of the international
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companies located in the city of La Crosse. This connection greatly facilitates the
placement of students in these companies. Examples include the Trane Company
in Epinal, France and the G. Heileman Brewing Company in Kirckenheim,
Germany (J. M. Lokken, personal communication, March 31, 1993).
Administration of Program
Currently, the procedures involved in the International Internship Program
are streamlined with the procedures of the domestic Cooperative Education and
Internship Program. The students participating in an international internship
complete the same application process and reporting process as those students who

-

are completing a domestic internship. There is no application fee involved for any
students.
The posting of all internships (international and domestic) is handled by the
Coordinator of Cooperative Education and Internships, Maureen Wilson. Foreign
correspondence, file maintainance, and the acquisition of international resources
are handled by Gloria Weiner (J. M. Lokken, personal communication, November
23, 1993). Application procedures and program requirements are handled by the
International Internship Coordinator, Jay Lokken. Requirements vary depending
on the department in which credit is being sought.
As part of the internship process, the following forms are required:
StudentlEmployer Work Agreement, Work Progress Reports (which are submitted
once a month and are reviewed by the academic advisor), News Release Form, and
Student Evaluation of Work Assignment (Wilson, 1991). In addition, the
international internship participants are required to complete an "International
Internship Application Form" (See Appendix B).
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Students applying for an internship in a French, Gennan, or Spanish
speaking country need a minimum of 2 years of foreign language study and must
submit two resumes; one in English and one in the native language of the country
in which they wish to work. Internship positions in other countries require an
English resume and three to five references. Lokken has contacts who can assist
students in creating their resume in the necessary foreign language(s) (J. M.
Lokken, personal communication, November 3, 1992).
The creation of the "centers" has also created the need for a modified
application procedure. New applications are being created which will be similar to
the applications now used by the Office of International Education (J. M. Lokken,
personal communication, March 31, 1993).
Detennining the eligibility of the student for an international internship is
done through a somewhat infonnal process. Currently, Lokken discusses with the
student what is involved in the internship and decides with them if it will be
worthwhile for them. As part of this, Lokken does suggest that the student have
previous travel abroad experience so they do not have to deal with culture shock
while trying to acclimate themselves to their new job responsibilities. Even after a
review by Lokken, it is impossible to guarantee that an internship will be attained
by the student; the employer makes the ultimate decision (J. M. Lokken, personal
communication, March 31, 1993).
Another area of responsibility for Lokken involves immigration issues. He
has obtained from the various embassies "infonnation about work pennits, visas,
types of visas, and other requirements (medical examinations, ete...) (Lokken, 1991,
p. 5). It is now possible for students to get their visas and work permits for

,
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Britain, Ireland, France, Gennany, New Zealand, Canada, Costa Rica, and Jamaica
from the Council on International Exchange, which facilitates the process for some
students (J. M. Lokken, personal communication, June 16, 1993).
It is also necessary for Lokken to remain aware of international events. He

needs to be able to determine if students doing an internship abroad will be safe.
This may involve the decision to discontinue internships in a certain area of the
world or he may need to ask a student to return to the United States (Lokken,
1991, p. 6). The knowledge of international events is also important for developing
possible internship sites. An awareness of what products and services are involved
in international trade and in which areas of the world is an important component

to developing international internships.
Considerations
A frustration for Lokken has been the tendency for people to want the
International Internship Program to be run exactly like the domestic internship
program. The number and variety of countries and cultures involved in the
program makes this nearly impossible. A flexibility has to be maintained so that
the program can adapt to the needs and desires of the specific country or company
(J. M. Lokken, personal communication, March 31, 1993). Lokken attributes
Korschgen's ability and willingness to remain flexible as one of the keys to the
success of the program.
Explaining the multicultural aspects involved in the program is an area on
which Lokken finds himself spending a significant amount of his time. As the La
Crosse area is a relatively isolated city, many people are unaware of the variances
that exist among countries and cultures and may not realize there are different
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ways of doing things and seeing things. It is often necessary to explain these
difference not only to the students but often to their parents as well (J. M. Lokken,
personal communication, March 31, 1993).
Developing awareness is a valuable component of the program. The
students' outlook on diversity and cultural issues often changes when they return
with a more global vision. The students are then able to share their experiences
and new knowledge with their family and friends. This is probably most beneficial
in a smaller city such as La Crosse, which typically experiences little exposure to
other cultures (J. M. Lokken, personal communication, June 16, 1993).
The program has also helped to promote UW-La Crosse as a leader in
internationalization. The International Internship Program is a complement to the
already strong international education program, international business program,
and the Foreign Language Department. In return, these programs have helped to
support the International Internship Program by providing an international tone
and commitment. Lokken also feels that the foreign language department is the
backbone for an international internship program due to the foreign language
requirements of most internships (J. M. Lokken, personal communication, June 16,
1993).
Summary
This chapter has detailed the events from 1984 to 1993 which have led to
the creation of the International Internship Program at the University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse. The students' interest which led to the preliminary
investigation of a program, the attempts to acquire funding, the hiring of a
coordinator and his subsequent efforts to obtain information and set up
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international internships, along with the procedures involved in administering
such a program are among the areas addressed in this chapter.

CHAPrERIV

RESULTS
The University of Wisconsin-La Crosse's International Internship Program
is an important step in helping to create global awareness. It appears as though
UW-La Crosse is among the leaders in developing such a program; this is
especially remarkable for a school of its size (around 8,000 students). Of the
institutions surveyed, only three had enrollment sizes smaller than UW-La Crosse;
Johns Hopkins, Brandeis and Tufts had enrollments of 6,300 or less. The
enrollment of all remaining schools surpassed the enrollment of UW-La Crosse,
with enrollments of 11,000 to 33,000 (all enrollment sizes include undergraduate
and graduate students) (College Placement Council, Inc., 1991).

In order to evaluate UW-La Crosse's program, institutions believed to have
an international internship program, based on their membership in APSIA
(Association of Professional Schools of International Affairs) were surveyed. Those
completing a survey included: Brandeis University, University of Washington,
Georgetown University, Yale University, George Washington University, Florida
State University and The American University all of which are quite well-known
universities. Institutions which did not respond to the survey include: Johns
Hopkins University, the University of Southern California, Tufts University, and
Columbia University.
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Data collected indicates that UW-La Crosse began to offer international
internships around the same time as many of these institutions and, in some cases,
before. The oldest program was found at The American University; it has been in
existence for ten years. The programs of the remaining institutions ranged in age
from one and one-half years old to six plus years. Ail previously stated, UW-La
Crosse's program is five years old, officially beginning in November, 1988.
Georgetown University and Florida State University, while offering international
internships, do not have what they consider to be a formal program.

An overwhelming majority of respondents indicated that student interest
led to the offering of international internship experiences, as was stated to be the
case at UW-La Crosse. Also similar to UW-La Crosse's situation, The American
University reported that grant funding (Title XIII) began its international
internship program after a domestic program had already been established. One
school did indicate that it was a company contacting them which began their
international internships opportunities.
Difficulties encountered in offering international internship experiences
include: student expenses for travel and living, the lack of a travel budget, the
availability of internship sites, developing paid opportunities, the laws regarding
employment in a foreign country, and the significant amount of labor required to
operate such a program. None of the institutions mentioned encountering financial
difficulties in providing the international experiences; a matter which seemed to
plague UW-La Crosse's program through much of its beginnings.
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Similar to UW-La Crosse, three of the institutions administered the
international internship programs through a career services office, in a manner
similar to domestic internships. One institution's international internships were
located in the Study Abroad Office, while the other schools did not seem to have a
centralized location, but rather handled them through the individual academic
departments.
In almost all cases, the determination of a student's participation in an
international internship is based on the requirements of the individual
organization or study abroad program. George Washington University requires at
least two years of study of the foreign language needed, 3.0 grade point average, a
project proposal, and a willingness to work 10-15 hours a week and complete a
written project. At The American University, participants must be graduate
students in good academic standing (3.0 G.P.A) with proficiency in the language of
the country; some professional work experience is preferred. Undergraduate
students may participate only if they develop their own sites. UW-La Crosse's
program is largely determined by the requirements of the academic department in
which credit is sought. However, the final decision remains with the organization
seeking an intern. As stated previoUBly, students interested in countries where a
language other than English is spoken, do need to have a foreign language
background along with a resume in the host language and English.
The majority of institutions were unable to provide any information on the
number of students completing international internships. Information was
provided by Yale University, which has 10-15 graduate students completing
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internships each year (one half to two thirds of the class), George Washington
University, which has 30+ students participating annually in international
internships, and The American University with 45-50 participants annually.
During the last two years (1992-1993), UW-La Crosse's program has placed, on
average, around thirty students in international internships. Considering the
differences in enrollment size, UW-La Crosse's student participation seems to be
remarkable.
All respondents reported that they felt that international internship
opportunities for students are expanding due to the increasing interest of both
colleges/universities and the businesses involved in the global economy. UW-La
Crosse should find itself well prepared to deal with the ever-increasing
internationalization if it continues to keep pace with the larger, metropolitan
colleges and universities.

CHAPrERV
SUMMARY

Despite its short history, the International Internship Program has
experienced many adjustments and is continuing to evolve. The struggle to keep
the program going demonstrates the Career Service Office's dedication to providing
students with the programs necessary for greater employment opportunities. It
has also shown Career Service's ability to be flexible and overcome diversity.
Future
As the program continues to grow, greater cooperation with UW-La Crosse's

Office of International Education is sure to result, in order to facilitate the
placement of students. With the joint efforts of the Career Service Office and the
Office of International Education, the number of students participating in the
program is also sure to increase.
The current administration at the university, specifically the current
Chancellor, Dr. Judith Kuipers, appears to be very supportive of an international
component to the university. Chancellor Kuipers has commented that global
awareness and language competency will be one of the challenges that higher
education will need to face now and in the future (Kuipers, 1993). This awareness
and understanding can only help to further promote the International Internship
Program.
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Recommendations
In retrospect, Korschgen has only one regret regarding the formation of the

program. She wished she had been more aware of the dynamics involved in grant
writing to assure that funding would be obtained. As suggested by the readers
comments, the writing style used in developing a grant is an important component.
Overall, Korschgen is pleased with the selection of Lokken as coordinator and with
the progress made by the program (A. J. Korschgen, personal communication, June

I, 1993).
Lokken indicated that there were several things that he would now have
done differently. For instance, he believes it would have been worthwhile to pay
for the services of a consultant from The American University or Columbia
University to give advice on how to set up the program. He also indicated that
initially his main concern was with how many internship sites were developed.
Lokken now wishes that he would have focused the internships from the beginning
to specific countries or with the study abroad program. Futhermore, although not
currently possible, Lokken feels that the program should have a separate budget.
This would prevent his greater travel and mailing costs from affecting the
remaining funds available to the Career Services staff. Lastly, he hopes to be able
to make the La Crosse community and the nation more aware of the existence of
the program and the benefits that having such a program bring (J. M. Lokken,
personal communication, June 16, 1993).
As stated earlier, another of Lokken's concerns was the expectation of some

people that the international internship program be run in a manner similar to
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that of the domestic internship program. Because the application procedures for
both have been quite similar, it is somewhat understandable that the expectations
for both would be similar. A possible solution to this problem would be to further
detach the international internship program from the domestic program. Further
developing the relationship with the study abroad program would be one option for
doing this.
While budget constraints make it difficult at this time to add any additional
staff, it would be to the benefit of the program to either increase support staff or
have the Coordinator relieved of some of his additional duties in order to spend
more time on international internships. One possible solution for this might be the
utilization of students who have previously completed an international internship.
Students who are already familiar with an international internship
experience could specifically assist with the orientation given to students prior to
beginning their internship. This would allow the students to hear first-hand
experiences and ask questions related to the experience. Focusing the internship
sites in specific locations may also make it possible for new interns to speak with
students who have done an internship at the same location.
Another issue that might be addressed during orientation is the concerns of
the parents. Lokken has commented that his dealings with parents are unique to
the international internship program and involve a significant amount of his time.
It might be very beneficial if the parents were brought into the orientation process

so that their questions are answered and they gain a better understanding of what
is involved in an international internship.
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As Lokken has already suggested, more local publicity would also be very

helpful. It is possible that this would help promote the participation of state and
local companies with international divisions. This would allow students to be
trained at the local company before being sent overseas, helping to ease their
adjustment.
The researcher also recommends that further research be done in the area
of international internships. While more and more literature is available on study
abroad, very little research or information exists on international internships. The
effects of an international internship on students' career goals and employment
possibilities along with how the experience affects them personally might be
examined.
The researcher was unable to find any comprehensive source that presented
information on international internships at colleges/universities after contacting
national organizations; such a source should be developed. There currently does
not seem to be any kind of "network" in which institutions can share their
experiences. If it was easily known what other schools have international
internship programs, the sharing of information might be facilitated. This would
be especially beneficial to schools which are attempting to establish a program.
Whatever direction the International Internship Program takes, its past
record seems to indicate that it will continue to be a successful and valuable
program. It is in the best interest of the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse to
insure that this happens. Other universities might also want to use UW-La
Crosse's International Internship Program as an example of what can be
accomplished with the necessary commitment and vision.
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APPENDIX A

J----

•

University of Wisconsin - La Crosse

Career Services

608-785-8514

2nd Floor - Wilder Hall
La Crosse. Wisconsin 54601

October 4, 1993

Suzanne Skillings
School of International Service
American University
4400 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
Dear Ms. Skillings,

We would appreciate your completing the enclosed survey regarding international internships
offered at American University.
As you are well aware, offering international experiences to students is very important in
today's world; however, little information is available on programs being offered at U.S.
institutions. Please help us to gain more insight by providing the requested information
which will be analyzed as a part of a master's degree seminar paper. If you feel someone
else has better access to the information, please forward this request on to them.
It would be greatly appreciated if the responses could be received no later than October 29th.

An addressed envelope has been included for your convenience. This information is
important for our program and for the completion of the study.

In appreciation of your cooperation, if you desire, we would be pleased to send you a
summary of the results. Thank you for your time and consideration. We anxiously await
your response.
Sincerely,

Jay Lokken
International Internship Coordinator

INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIPS
If more space is needed to respond to the questions, please use the back or attach additional

sheets of paper.

1. How long has your institution been offering international internship experiences?

2. What circumstances or events led to the offering of such experiences?

3. What difficulties have you encountered or are you encountering in offering
international internships?

4. How are international internships administered at your institution? (Through a
centralized program? Through individual colleges? Through departments••.etc.)

5. What criteria do students have to meet in order to participate in an international
internship?

6. How many students participate annually in international internships?

7. In your opinion, what is the future of international Internships? (Are opportunities
expanding or decreasing? Will more colleges/universities begin to otTer them...etc.)

8. Is there any other information you would like to include? (If you have brochures or

other handouts, we would appreciate receiving a copy)

9. Other comments?

Name of person completing survey

_

Name of institution

_
THANK YOU!!

Return to:

Jay Lokken
Career Services
OW-La Crosse
La Crosse, WI 54601
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APPENDIXB

International Internship Application Form
Career Services
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Second Floor, Wilder Hall (608) 785-8514
Name:
Social Security Number:
CoUegefUniversity Currently Attending:
Telephone:

Currenl Mailing Address:

(

)

Valid Until:
Permanent Mailing Address:

Telephone:
(

In case of an emergency contact:

)

Telephnne:
(

)

II
Major Field(s) of Study:
Minor Field(s) of Study:
Cumulative Grade Poinl Average:
Monlh/Year of Expected Graduation:

Current Class
Standing

-

_Sophomore

-

Academic Advisor:

Freshman

-

Please list any Extracurricular Activities:

Please list any memberships in any clubs, organizations, or honor societies (include any honors received):

Junior

Senior

Other:

Academic

Position:

Reference:

Name:
Address:
~

,-Phone: (

)

Personal
Name:
Address:

Reference:

Phone: (

)

Position:

List below the types of company/organization you are interested in for your international internship.

List all previous study or travel in another country
Length of Stay

Countries

Year

Indicate your level of ability in any foreign language you have studied.
JL

Language

Basic

Fair

Good

Very Good

Fluent

French
German

Spanish
Russian

Chinese
Japanese
Other:

Please attach a separate sheet explaining the following if needed (optional):
Do you follow a specific diet?
Describe allergies, chronic ailments, or other special health issues.
Describe any emotional or mental disorders requiring treatment or medication.
International Students: Please indicate visa status··Country

Expiration Oate:,

Pue you covered by life and/or health insurance policies which are valid outside of the U.S.? Yes
Your current insurance company?
Life:

-----------------------------

Health:

_

No

;t;e.f\~,~lf'#l.§t~sri:¥ii\§rI~,P,9!~'!14(hfie.pplj§ii§~.9@!§!§§#i14C1~iJJng;·n.·gei~9!:l4t··.g4\S§§#h£.)Trai#§}g:~Xlo.·. resumes.

I certify that the information provided in this application is complete and correct to the best of my knowledge. In accordance with
Section 438 of the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (Public Law 90-247), I hereby authorize the release of these materials
JoII.d academic records to UW-L Career Services and its partnership institutions, as needed, for processing of my candidacy for an
mational internship..

Date

Signature of Applicant
I hereby give my permission for my son/daughter -;-_...,-legal and fmancial responsibility for his/her stay abroad.

Signature of Parent or Guardian

to participate in this international internship. I will assume

(required if applicant is under 21)

Date

PERSONAL STATEMENT
Why would you like to do an international internship, and what do you hope to gain from this experience?

Intl.app:3/93

